Recent studies indicate the importance of consistency and structure for students learning online. Data obtained from surveys of students enrolled in asynchronous courses offered by the State University of New York indicate that three factors “contribute significantly to the success of asynchronous online courses. These factors are a course structure that is both clear and consistent, an instructor who interacts frequently and productively with students, and a constructive and dynamic discussion between students and their peers.”

In addition, researchers at the University of British Columbia who evaluated 127 courses offered online “have concluded that appearance and structure can make or break an online course.” As I ponder about “why” structure is so important, I think it is connected to the AVLN standard concerning “thinking.” It seems that higher levels of thinking are not possible in chaotic, online courses. Structure is the key!

Given the importance of structure in an online course, we shall examine two areas in this article: (1) creating a familiar structure by comparing standard components of face-to-face classes with online classes, and (2) creating course routine by using a consistent template for each module.
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